ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, ITARANA, ALWAR
TRANSFER CERTIFICATE

(CBSE, AFFILIATION NO. 1780018)
SCHOOL CODE : 03519
Ph. : 0144-2881310 Email : armyschoolalwar@gmail.com

T.C. No. 101 ___________ Admission No. 7555

1. Name of the pupil: YUVAI SINGH TANWAR
2. Father's/Guardian's Name: RAJVEEY SINGH TANWAR
3. Mother's Name: NISHA TANWAR
4. Nationality: INDIAN
5. Whether the candidate belongs to Schedule Caste or Schedule Tribe or OBC: ______
6. Date of first admission in the School with class: 04-04-2015 / III (Third)
   (in words): TWENTY SEVEN MAY TWO THOUSAND SEVEN
8. Class in which the pupil last studied (in figures): III (in words): THIRD
9. School/Board Annual Examination test taken with result: ______
10. Whether failed, if so once / twice in the same class: ______
12. Whether qualified for promotion to the higher class: ______ If so, which class
    (in fig): III (in words): Third
13. Month upto which the (pupil has paid) school dues paid: May
14. Annual charges collected upto: May and refunded for the period from: June 15 to Mar 16
15. Any fee concessions availed of: if so, the nature of such concession: NO
16. Total No. of working days: 95 Days
17. Total No. of working days present: 16 Days
19. Games played or extra curricular activities in which the pupil usually took part (mention achievement level therein): ______
20. General conduct: Good
22. Date of issue of certificate: 13-05-2015
23. Reasons for leaving the School: Transfer

Sig. of Class Teacher: Pre pared by: Checked by: Principal
ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL
ALWAR (Raj.)
ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL, ITARANA, ALWAR

TRANSFER CERTIFICATE
(CBSE, AFFILIATION NO. 1780018)
SCHOOL CODE: 03519
Ph.: 0144-2881310 Email: armyschoolalwar@gmail.com

T.C. No. 102
Admission No. 7554

1. Name of the pupil: Vishal Singh Tanwar
2. Father's/Guardian's Name: Rajvir Singh Tanwar
3. Mother's Name: Nisha Tanwar
4. Nationality: Indian
5. Whether the candidate belongs to Schedule Caste or Schedule Tribe or OBC:

6. Date of first admission in the School with class: 04-04-2015 (one)
7. Date of Birth (in Christian Era) according to admission Register (in figures): 03-02-2010
   (in words): Three thousand two ten
8. Class in which the pupil last studied (in figures): 1
   (in words): One
9. School/Board Annual Examination test taken with result:
10. Whether failed, if so once/twice in the same class:
12. Whether qualified for promotion to the higher class: I
    (in fig): 1 (in words): One
13. Month upto which the (pupil has paid) school dues paid: May 15
14. Annual charges collected upto May 15 and refunded for the period from June 15 to Mar 16
15. Any fee concessions availed of: if so, the nature of such concession: No
16. Total No. of working days: 92 days
17. Total No. of working days present: 15 days
18. Whether NCO Cadet/Boy Scout/Girl Guide:
19. Games played or extra curricular activities in which the pupil usually took part (mention achievement level therein):
20. General conduct: Good
21. Date of application for certificate: 10-05-2015
22. Date of issue of certificate: 10-05-2015
23. Reasons for leaving the School: Transfer
24. Any other remarks:

Sign of Class Teacher: [Signature]
Prepared by: [Signature]
Checked by: [Signature]

Principal
Army Public School
ALWAR (Raj.)